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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study is to examine the 
attitudes and management practices of daily newspaper 
editors in North and South Dakota toward news photo­
graphy with the hope of identifying a relationship 
between those attitudes and practices and the manner in 
which those newspapers use news photographs. 
A relationship has been suggested by Lillian 
Junas as a result of research done when she was a 
doctoral candidate at The Ohio State University in 1972. 
Junas divided American newspapers into two categories-­
those that used photographs well and those that did not. 
She then sought to find the differences between the two 
1 groups. She found that 
. . . newspapers among the better rated photo­
graphically are more regularly using partial 
page photoessays, picture pages, photos combined 
with type and other art, big photos, picture 
photos (esthetic values dominant), and more local 
photos than wirephotos ["si�.2 
She found that "better rated'  newspapers were 
characterized by more enterprise time for photographers, 
by discussion of photo assignment ideas among photogra­
phers and editors, and by photographers' submission of 
1 
2 
creative and unassigned photographs. She also described 
other characteristics that identify good· and bad use of 
photographs. 3 These will be discussed in another 
chapter. 
If such relationships are consistent among all 
newspapers--as Junas' nationwide survey implies--then 
the attitudes and practices she described may serve as 
guides for the newspaper manager seeking to improve 
his newspaper's use of photographs. 
Photography is used by virtually every daily news­
paper in the country as a part of or adjunct to coverage 
of the news. The manner in which pictures are used 
affects the appearance of the printed page , the reader­
ship of the newspaper , and the efficiency with which 
the news is communicated to the reader. That manner is 
in part aff�cted by the attitudes of editors and picture 
4 handlers toward news photography and news photographs. 
Co.mmun1ic✓atJl.on.1, wrote Hurley and McDougall , in Visual 
Impact in Print , is best achieved "when pictures and 
words work to reinforce each other. When both elements 
can be made to work in concert , "  the reader more easily 
5 gains insight into the event reported. 
Junas , in her dissertation , concluded that the 
degree to which pictures and words work together is 
dependent upon several conditions. Among these are: 
3 
(1) the manner in which the assignment is covered; (2) 
the manner in which the photograph is handled when it is 
prepared for publication, including cropping, sizing and 
placement within the newspaper in relation to accompany­
ing text; and (3) the design of the page, or portion of 
page, on which the photograph appears.6 
All of these, Junas said, are important consider­
ations when text and photographs combine to create 
effective communication. The way in which these factors 
interrelate to affect the appearance and effectiveness 
of a newspaper depends on the skill, training, and 
attitude of the editor who makes the decisions about 
the photographs to be published.7 
Of the considerations that affect the use of 
photographs, Junas wrote, the least understood, and 
perhaps most important, is the attitude of the editor.8 
It is important to know whether the editor feels, for 
example, that photographs tell the news, as text does, 
or simply illustrate news that would be just as 
intelligible to the reader without photographs. 
Those who make decisions about photographs and 
their use are often drawn, according to Clifton C. Edom, 
professor emeritus of journalism at the University of 
Missouri School 'of Journalism, from the ranks of 
reporters and editors who have little experience with 
photography as a communicative art but have long and 
intensive experience with words.9 
4 
Gerald D. Hurley and Angus McDougall, in the 
introduction to Visual Impact in Print, put the situation 
as follows: 
. • •  Why a book on picture editing at this 
stage of the game? For one thing, the game 
isn't going too well. In too many areas of 
journalism the photograph gets short shrift. 
Most editors are word oriented people. Few 
of them lavish on pictures the care and 
attention they give prose. 10 
Edom, in Picture Editing, and Hurley and McDougall, 
in Visual Impact in Print , agree that communication is 
most effective when those who make the decisions about 
photographs understand the effective use of words and 
pictures in combination. Editors who determine the 
use of photographs, if they are to use them effectively, 
· "must live pictures , sense pictures, must interpret 
every experience in the light of the picture it 
suggests. ' 11 
The editor's best tools, wrote Hurley and 
McDougall, are "good taste, judgment, and an under-
12 standing of what pictures can do best. " 
That Edom, writing in 1952, and Hurley and 
McDougall, 20 years later, hold similar opinions of 
"word-oriented photo editors " is not a surprise. 
Photographers and editors who handle photographs seem 
to have operated in different spheres. The problems 
inherent in the photographer-editor relationship are 
older than 1952 and will remain for many years. 
Part of the friction between editors and 
photographers may stem from the technological nature 
of photography. Photography has always required 
mechanical equip�ent; editing has not. The tools and 
practice of photojournalism have changed radically 
over the years, but photo editing has not. 
Cameras once required detailed knowledge of 
sensitometry, the physics of light and optics, and 
technical skill. Now cameras have become technological 
wonders that, using pre-programmed micro-computer 
circuits, accomplish the task of photography with 
little more than a few minutes' familiarization. 
Leading camera manufacturers now offer cameras that 
focus automatically on the subject.13 
Just as improvements in cameras and films in the 
1930s freed the news photographer from his burden as a 
pack horse, allowing him to concentrate on the techno­
logical requirements of the new equipment, most recent 
5 
changes (light meters built into cameras , shutters 
coupled to light meters, and computers that deter­
mine and set exposure automatically) freed the 
photographer to concentrate entirely on communication. 
The photographer can now concentrate on covering the 
story with his camera r ather than worrying about the 
mechanical details of process. 
6 
The resultant coverage need no longer be stilted , 
lighted with flash, and sometimes posed. Modern 
photographers work with ambient light and photograph 
sub jects candidly in natural poses and action. 14 
That techniques of photography have changed and 
those of editing have not is the crux of the problem, 
Junas suggested in 1972. She found that many of 
those editing photographs were unskilled , ill-equipped 
15 (trained) and did not understand photography. 
Perhaps illustrative of the differences between 
photographers and editors is one situation at Life 
magazine. 
Publisher Henry Luce was never completely 
satisfied with the "Life formula." In a 1937 analysis 
of the magazine , he wrote of the "Feature" department: 
. . .  at the risk of being misunderstood my 
comment here is that there is nothing to it-­
nothing except a crack photographer, which means 
. • . nothing much for the managing editor to 
. * 
worry about. Here's where you get that 'pure 
pictorial journalism' the picture fanatics 
love • • •  what I mean is this: you can pick 
practically any damn human or sub-human 
institution or phenomenon under the sun, turn a 
crack photographer on it (after a little lecture 
by a journalist) and publish with pleasure in 
eight pages the resultant photographic essay. 16 
7 
There were those, even on Life, who disagreed 
with Luce's simplistic assessment of the nature of 
journalism training necessary for a "crack photographer. " 
W. Eugene Smith resigned from Life because of the way 
d·t t t d h' k · h · 17 e 1 ors rea e is wor in t e magazine . 
Review of Literature 
An extensive review of published literature 
revealed little research into the manner in which 
photographs are edited. 
There are ·Bew quantitative studies of the news­
paper editor's attitudes and use of photographs, but 
there are several books that discuss photo editing . 
Three of the books that discuss photo editing 
in detail provided background information for this 
study: 
* The managing editor made all the final photo 
decisons at Life, according to Wilson Hicks, 
in Words andl?Ictures. 
Edom. 
Picture Editing, Stanley Kalish and Clifton C. 
Words and Pictures, Wilson Hicks. 
Visual Impact in Print, Gerald D. Hurley and 
Angus McDougall. 
8 
Only a single entry in Journalism Abstracts 
through 1977 s.:.-ug_g_e_sts research into the area of editor­
photographer working relationships and photo editing. 
Lilian Junas wrote a Ph. D. dissertation at The Ohio 
State University titled "Use of Photographs by American 
Daily Newspapers. " Part of her research investigated 
these relationships and practices . 
That research provides the basis for the attitudes 
and practices portion of this investigation. 
In 1972 0unas, then an instructor in photography 
in the Department of Cinematography and Photography at 
the university, conducted a study of several phases of 
American daily newspapers' handling and use of photo­
graphs. 
Junas sought to find the differences between 
"good" and "bad" groups of newspapers and to identify 
those characteristics that explain why some use photo­
graphs well and others poorly. She divided American 
newspapers into two groups--those that used photographs 
well and those that did not. Assignment to the "good" 
or "bad" group was made on the basis of a preliminary 
survey of newspaper photographers and college teachers 
of photojournalism who were asked to nominate three 
best and three worst newspapers in use of photographs 
in their geographical areas. From this list Junas 
18 selected a sample. 
9 
Her survey set up five categories of information: 
{1} demographic data about the newspaper and respondent, 
including circulation, column size, method of printing, 
and presence or absence of a photo editor, {2) the 
respondent 's opinion of the newspaper 's use of photo­
graphs, i.e., "good, " or "bad, " ( 3) certain practices 
in the handling of photographs, (4) editor's attitude 
toward photo usage, (5) the respondent's photo­
editorial judgrnent. 19 
Junas found that salient differences existed 
between the good and bad groups. For example, she found: 
. . . that newspapers among the better rated photo­
graphically are more regularly using partial page 
photo essays, picture pages, photos combined with 
type and other art, big photos, pictorial photos 
(esthetic values dominant), and more local photos 
than wirephotos fsicy. 20 
She found that "better rated" newspapers are also 
characterized by more enterprise time for photographers, 
by discussion of photo assignments and photo ideas 
among editors and photographers, and by photographer' s 
b · · f · d · 21 su mission o creative an unassigned photographs. 
Junas identified four characteristics that marked 
the "poorer" rated newspapers: (1) they had the same 
photographic appearance from day to day, (2) they used 
photographs as space fillers, (3) they used photographs 
that communicated poorly rather than no photograph, (4) 
they covered cliche assignments (Junas defined these as 
"fires and auto accidents and meetings and installations 
of officers. 11 22 
Junas wrote that the main reason photographs were 
considered incidental to the word story on poorer rated 
newspapers was the "lack of a person responsible for 
handling photographs. " In addition " . . . apathy and 
poor attitude toward photography and photo editing by 
management hindered progress u on those newspapers.23 
Statement of the Problem 
10 
This study of newspapers in North and South Dakota 
attempts to examine some of the relationships identified 
by Junas, and to find which, if any, of those practices she 
examined prevail on those newspapers, most of which are of 
smaller circulation than those in her sample. 
Some statistical procedures used by Junas are 
not appropriate for the present study (correlational 
11 
comparisons) , but other methods are useful. Most 
important, an effort i s  made to determine a relation­
ship between the editor 's responses to questions about 
the newspaper' s photo editing practices and the editor 's 
background. 
A Brief History of Photojournalism 
Photojournalism, as it is practiced today, has 
been defined by Edom as "a combination of words and 
pictures which together form a stronger, easier under­
stood method of communication than either words or 
pictures alone can produce. 11 24 
Modern practice is the product of years of 
development absorbing standards and practices from both 
the newspaper business and the technology of photography. 
The importance of the relationship between the 
decision-makers and the effectiveness of photojournalism 
can best be seen within the context of the development 
of the illustrated press. 
Two developments of the nineteenth century set 
the stage for the illustrations now seen in newspapers�­
the increasing desire of editors to illustrate their 
newspapers, and the perfection of the process of 
photography. 
12 
Newspapers were well-established in the early 
part of the century, but they had no illustrations. 
When illustrations began to appear in these newspapers, 
they were the product of tedious hand labor by skilled 
engravers. 
The centuries-old desire of man to make images 
of his surroundings found expression in the scientific 
investigation of the period. Several experimenters 
began searching for a method of "fixing the image of 
nature" formed on the glass of the camera lucidia, 
th . b . 25 en in common use y artists. 
The scientists who were attempting to make 
permanent images were mot·vated, in part at least, by 
the possibility of publishing large numbers of the 
images they intended to make. 
Niceophore Niepce had succeeded to some degree 
as early as 18 16 in his attempt to make images on a 
metal plate. The work was aimed at improving a printing 
26 process. 
By 18 26 Niepce had "fixed the image of nature." 
His "View from his Window at Gras n is now considered the 
first photograph, although the process used to make it 
resembles modern-day photography only in that light was 
used to expose the plate. 
13 
"View from his Window at Gras" was described 
by Bauer, Niepce 's engraver, in a letter to the Literary 
Gazette, February 27, 1839. The plate was eventually 
found by Helmut and Alison Gernshiem, and identified by 
them. It is now in the Gernshiern Collection of the 
U . . f . 27 niversity o Texas, Austin Texas. 
In his research to perfect his process of making 
images in the camera, Niepce took a partner--Louis 
Jacques Mande Daguerre. The original process had two 
limitations that seemed to doom its commercial success�­
the images were reversed, both left-right and light-to­
dark; and the plate had to be exposed in the camera for 
eight hours. Daguerre solved the tonal reversal problem 
and brought exposure times down to several minutes. 
Niepce did not realize a profit on the process; he died 
before it was ready for the market. In 1839 Daguerre 
patented the process he had developed in France. 28 It 
is probably not a coincidence that Niepce's original 
work was with a copper printing plate and the Daguerreo­
type process used a polished, silver-plated copper plate. 
Daguerreotype, which had begun as an experiment 
to improve a printing process, would eventually become 
one of the first processes for reproducing photographs 
with a printing press. Soon after Daguerreotype was 
334766 
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announced, Alfred Donne discovered an etching process 
that made the plate a printing plate. 29 
Niepce's goal was realized. 
14 
In Scotland, meanwhile, William Henry Fox Talbot 
was also working on a process to fix the images of the 
camera lucidia. His process used a paper support for 
the light sensitive "emulsion" in the camera. Talbot's 
process had an advantage over the Daguerreotype. Light 
could be passed through the paper base of the negative 
image formed in the camera. This permitted Talbot to 
simply sandwich the negative between a fresh "plate 11 and 
a pane of glass, and repeat the exposure and development 
process. The tones of light and dark were restored to 
a near-normal relationship. This "photographic printing" 
process also permitted several identical copies to be 
d f h 
. 30 ma e o t e same print. 
Niepce was trying to improve printing but Talbot 
was not. Regardless of intent, one of latter' s first 
applications of the news process was publishing. In 
1844 he published a "handsome quarto, The Pencil of 
Nature, " illustrated with 24 Calotypes, his name for the 
process. 
Both of photography's �arliest antecedents were 
seized upon immediately as printing processes for mass 
distribution . 
15 
Early efforts to illustrate information in news­
papers are considereq by Edom to be the beginning of 
photojournalism. 
Today's pictorial press traces its ancestry 
back to the Penny Magazine, a London monthly published 
in 18 32 . • . . But the first successful venture in 
photojournalism was the weekly Illustrated London 
News . . . in 18 42, and still published today 
/19SQ. 32 
Technical improvements would be necessary before 
photographs could be printed directly onto paper simul-
taneously with type. In the interim, woodcuts were 
made by printing the photographs onto wood which was 
then engraved by hand to produce a relief block for the 
press. 
The first applications of photography to news 
coverage were more exhibitions of photographs in print 
than they were picture journalism. Roger Fenton's 
photographs of the British Army in the Crimean ca�paign 
were widely used as models for woodcuts, but they did 
not show war; they showed soldiers in a foreign place. 
Fenton's camera could not record battlefield action. 
Moreover, Fenton did not use the inquiring approach that 
marks the journalist. His own journals speak of "the 
valley Lot the shadow of deatb7 littered with the corpses" 
of many of the "six-hundred" who did not return. His 
33 photographs do not record the scene. 
As news photographers plied their trade from the 
1890s until the 1930s, the cameras and film they used 
were steadily improved by manufacturers. 
A new form of news photography appeared in 
Europe in 1928. Erich Salomon began to use the Ermanox 
camera. The manufacturer boasted that 
. this extremely fast lens (f. 2.0) opens 
a new era in photography and makes accessible 
hitherto unknown fields with instantaneous or 
brief time exposures without flashlight: night 
pictures, interiors by artificial light, theater 
pictures during performance, children' s pictures, 
scientific records, etc. 34 
But it was not equipment alone that needed to be 
developed before the new discipline of photojournalism 
16 
could be born. Immediately following the Spanish-American 
War a form of journalism appeared whose distinguishing 
photographic technique, according to Frank Luther Mott, 
was "lavish use of pictures, many without significance. 
This practice invited the abuses of picture-stealing and 
faking of pictures.35 This was ' yellow journalism . '" 
The worst was yet to come. Picture journalism 
reached its nadir in the "tabloid wars " of the mid-1920s. 
Mott wrote of the period: 
The bottom really dropped out fa£ photojournalislo/ 
during the "War of the tabs" it was during this 
period that Bernarr McFadden and his editor, Emile 
Gaverau, started a new tabloid, the New York Daily 
Graphic (not to be confused with The Daily Graphic, 
which printed the first halftone March 4,  1880) . 
MacFadden's publication used the confession-story 
technique and the composograph, an illustration 
made by faked photography . . the older 
'yellow journalism' paled by the side of the 
saffron of the new tabs. 36 
There was no one moment when "news photography" 
became "photojournalism. " The process required years. 
17 
Edom credits three forces with "contributing to 
the change, and to better, more mature photojournalism. " 
They are: 
.(i) the coming of the Wirephoto, which gave 
the cameraman equal billing with the word reporter; 
(2) the beginning of the picture magazines Life 
(November 23, 1936) and Look (January 1937);and 
(3) a factor not previously discussed, the resurgence 
of the documentary picture. 37 
The impact of the Life-style of photojournalism 
on the profession at large was so great that Margaret 
Bourke-White (Life's first staff photographer) has been 
credited with bringing the new form into existence 
almost overnight. Peter Pollack, in Picture History of 
Photography, said: 
. realizing that the picture magazine would 
revolutionize mass communication, /she/ reached out 
for the idioms of a new visual language in her cover 
story of a dam-building colony for Life's first 
issue. She brought the photo essay�maturity in 
a single stroke; and, thus, modern photojournalism 
was born. (Emphasis added) . 38 
News photography continued to mature until in 1942. 
Frank Luther Mott used the word 11 photojournalism--one 
18 
word, no hyphen'' 'to describe a new sequence of instruction 
at the University of Missouri School of Journalism.39 
That the university recognized photojournalism as an 
academic discipline was significant--entry into the 
trade previous to this had been by an informal apprentice­
ship as "hypo boy, " who mixed chemicals, or "squeege, 11 4 0 
who dried photographs on ferrotype plates. 
News photographers themselves helped the pro­
fession improve. When the National Press Photographers 
Association, Inc. was formed in 1945, one of its goals 
was to "encourage and assist all members of our pro­
fession, individually and collectively, so that the 
quality of press photography may constantly be raised 
to higher standards.11 41 
While the trade of news photography was becoming 
the profession of photojournalism picture editors were 
being drawn from the ranks of editors without either 
training or experience with photography. Many news­
papers simply assigned picture handling duties to the 
city editor, or individual page or section editors 
without concern about their skills or knowledge. 
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This study examined five factors in the ·process 
of making and editing news photographs: (1) a group of 
management practices Junas defined as unacceptable, (2) 
the hard news stories, (3) editors' treatment of and 
attitudes toward newspaper photographs and photographers, 
(4) the newspapers' design practices regarding the dis­
play of photographs and (5) the extend of cooperation 
between editors and photographers. 
The newspapers surveyed for this study were all 
located in North and South Dakota. It was not an object 
of this study to determine whether the data from these 
newspapers apply to daily newspapers in general. 
The mailed questionnaire (Appendix A) collected 
responses from the editors (of each daily newspaper in 
North and South Dakota) to questions pertaining to the 
five areas under investigation and to questions on certain 
demographic data about the respondent and his newspaper. 
These data included the age, sex, level of general 
photographic and professional education; his experience, 
and previous position. 
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Construction of the Questionnaire 
A 60-item questionnaire was constructed for the 
survey. There were three parts: 23 items of demographic 
and photo-handling practices, these became the independent 
variables for analysis; 34 items adapted from Junas' 
study, the dependent variables; and three questions about 
the newspapers' photographic policies . The state of 
origin was added as an additional independent variable . 
The first section of the questionnaire asked 23 
questions about the newspaper, its photo handling prac-
tices and the respondent including who directs layout, art, 
and design for the newspapers; number of staff photographers; 
number of reporters who carry cameras; education of staff 
photographer . The section also gathered information 
about the editor answering the questionnaire including 
age, sex, education, years holding present position; years 
experience in the newspaper business; formal photographic 
training, and photographic experience . It also asked about 
photo handling, including who decides which photographs 
are used in the newspaper; who decides how they are used; 
who assigns photographs to be made; to whom do photo­
graphers submit finished photographs. 
The 34 items of attitudes and practices, although 
mixed in order, comprised the following: six questions 
about Junas' "unacceptable practices;" six questions 
about the newspapers' use of feature and hard news; 
seven questions about the working conditions and 
editors' opinions of the newspapers ' photographers; 
seven questions about the nature and exten� of 
cooperation between the editors and photography staffs, 
and eight questions about the newspaper 's design of 
layouts using photographs. 
Finally each editor was asked three questions 
about his or her newspaper's policy of accepting or 
rejecting photographs--does your newspaper have such a 
policy; is it a written policy; does everyone who makes 
photo assignments or photographs for your newspaper have 
access to the policy? 
The cover letter (Appendix B) also asked the 
editor to summarize the photo policy--or enclose a copy . 
The editor was also asked to enclose a tearsheet showing 
the newspaper 's display of photographs. Since no 
content-analysis or analysis of layout was planned no 
day or date was specified . No respondent complied with 
the request for a tearsheet. 
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In the 34-item dependent variable portion of the 
questionnaire the respondent was asked to estimate the 
frequency with which a particular even occurred and mark 
2 5  
it on a six-inter·val scale. Depending on the nature of 
the question, the respondent was asked to circle Always, 
Usually, Occasionally, Infrequently, Seldom, or Never; 
or Daily, Regularly, Occasionally, Infrequently, Seldom, 
or Never. 
The scale selected for this portion of the 
questionnaire was a form of summated-rating scale-­
similar to a Likert scale £or attitude measurement. With 
a summated rating scale the item scores are sumrnated and 
averaged to yield a single item score. 1 
The purpose of the Likert scale is to place the 
respondent's opinion or attitude at a particular place 
on a continuum of opinion, according to Fred N. Kerlinger. 2 
The continuum selected for this study was one of frequency, 
rather than intensity of agree�ent or disagreement with 
a statement of an issue. To prevent the respondents from 
selecting a position on the scale indicating that a 
particular event occurred in exactly half the number of 
opportunities--since that occurrence is highly unlikely--
the scale had only a mathematical midpoint. That is, 
there was no word at the middle of the scale--no choice. 
A range of six categories was selected to permit 
greater variance in the results which is an advantage in 
analysis. Potential variance in response is greater with 
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six categories than with, for example, four, a s  in Junas ' 
method. 
Selection of the Sample 
The population selected for the survey cons i sted 
of the daily newspapers in North and South Dakota. The 
questionnaire was mailed to the editor of each newspaper 
named in the 197 7  Editor and Publisher International 
4 Year Book. The individual to be contacted was selected 
according to the title from the following li st,  in 
descending order of preference: city editor, managing 
editor , editor, and publi sher or ed itor-publi sher. The 
information from the year book was used except in instances 
of known personnel change. 
Administration of the Questionnaire 
In an article in Public Opinion Quarterly, James 
S. House , Wayne Gerber, and Anthony J. McMichael said that 
low response was the main limitation of the mailed que�.:tion­
naire. 5 Kerlinger warned researchers that rates of return 
as low as 40 to 50 percent are common, and that 50 to 60 
percent is about the best return to be expected. Eighty­
five percent of the questionnaires were returned in this 
study. 
Mailed questionnaires have some advantages over 
other research tools. Th . . 6 ey are inexpensive. They also 
permit the investigator to contact large numbers of 
respondents. Questionnaires can be designed to yield 
standardized responses that are easily coded for machine 
analysis thereby speeding analysis of data . 7 
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The questionnaires were mailed with postage paid 
envelopes which were coded so that the returns could be 
monitored. Twenty-one days later a telephone call was 
placed to each editor who had not responded requesting 
that he do so. One editor was vacationing and could not 
be reached, one declined to cooperate saying that he had 
no time because "we get so damn £si� many forms from the 
government anyway. " The remaining three editors agreed 
to complete and mail the form. Two did. 
Computer-Assisted Data Analysis 
Responses were transferred to scoring sheets 
designed for the IBM 1 230 optical mark reader/scorer, 
which , wired to a keypunch machine , generated the data 
cards for the project. Late returns were coded and key­
punched manually. 
The data were analyzed for frequency distribution 
of responses using the sub-program "frequencies " of the 
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Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)8 on an 
IBM System 370 Model 14 8 computer at the South Dakota 
State University Computer Center. 
The sub-program " frequencies " analysis yielded 
counts of the total number of responses to each question, 
relative and cumulative frequencies, and statistics such 
as mean, mode, range, standard deviation, and kurtosis. 
Statistical analysis and interpretation of 
responses to the questions attempted to answer the 
following: 
Do the {1) age, {2) sex, (3) level of general or 
photographic education, {4) photographic experiences, 
(5) previous position of the editor, (6) the newspaper 's 
practices in designing the layout of the page, (7) pro­
cessing of the photographs, or (8) presence of a graphics 
editor affect the editor 's responses to the questions 
about the five areas under investigation? 
Null Hypothesis 
For convenience in statistical analysis a null 
hypothesis was constructed : 
There will be no significant di f fer�nce in the 
responses of the editors because of their age, sex, level 
of general or photographic education, photographic experi­
ence, previous position, the presence of a graphics editor, 
or the newspaper ' s  practice in assigning page layout or 
the processing of photographs. 
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This hypothesis was tested using least-squares 
analysis of variance in a program written by W. Lee Tucker , 
Experiment Station Statistician , South Dakota State 
University, for the IBM System 370 Model 148 computer. 
Analysis of variance is a method of testing the 
differences between means when more than two groups are 
involved. Analysis of variance tests for statistically 
significant variances resulting from different sources of 
variation, e. g. , a dependent variable has variance , some 
due to experimental treatment , some to error, and some to 
9 other causes. 
Least-squares is a method of adjusting the esti­
mated means for unequal sub-class numbers. This can be 
shown in the example: 
Heights of six children in inches: 
Boys Girls 
5 6  5 0  
5 6  
5 6  5 0  
5 6  
In this example , if one were asked the mean { x) 
height of the children , he could reply " 5 4  inches , "  from 
the formula: 
sum x 3 2 4  
(x) = N = -6- = 54 inches 
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However ieast-squares accounts for the dis­
proportionate sub-class numbers, the least-squares mean is 
53 inches. A better estimate of the means. 
In  a more elaborate example of unequal sub-class 
numbers: 
. . . suppose the average salary of a sample of 
200 men in a certain group is $ 500, and of a sample 
of 100 men in another group is $300 . The unweighted 
average ($ 500 + $300) /2 is an excellent estimate of 
the mean salaries if the numbers in the two groups 
are proportional to the sample, then the weighted 
mean, ,0 (500) + (300)J /3 = $ 433 is the better 
estimate.lo 
For this study a five-way analysis of variance 
was performed comparing independent variables (who 
processes film, presence of graphic editor, do editors 
layout their respective sections, the number of staff 
photographers, and the age of the editor) with the dependent 
variables, which were the responses to the questions. 
Frequency analysis disclosed that the other 
possible independent variables were not sufficiently 
active to yield useful results. 
Limitation of the Study 
The study surveyed only newspapers in North and 
South Dakota. The conclusions of the study are to be 
assumed to apply only to the newspapers in the sample. 
Some editors may have counted one person as both re­
porter and photographer since some perform both duties .  
This could cause misleading inferences to be drawn. 
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The analysis of data from this survey will be 
presented in two parts . The first presents the results of 
the frequency tabulation; the second presents the analysis 
of variance . 
Frequencies 
The "typical " newspaper as described by the editors 
when the survey was taken had neither a photo editor nor a 
graphics person responsible for the overall design of the 
newspaper. Its section editors laid out their own sections. 
It employed two staff photographers, actually 1. 67 was the 
calculated mean, and five reporters who carried cameras on 
assignment . The reporters' film was processed and printed 
by the photographer, or an engraver--these two responses 
accounted for nearly 60 percent of the total. The "typical 
staff photographer r • held a bachelor of arts or science degree 
in journalism among the newspapers studied . 
The 1 1 composite " editor responding to the survey was 
26-34 years old (47% checked this option), male (15 males, 
one female, and one " no response "), with a college education 
(77%) . The editor moved to his present position from a 
position on a reporting staff (53%) . He had no formal train­
ing in photography--53 percent checked " no formal training. " 
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Fifty-nine percent of the editors said their news ­
paper had a policy on accepting or rejecting certain 
photographs. Fifty-nine percent--although not neces sarily 
the same ones--said this policy was not a written one and 
4 2  percent said that "everyone who makes photo as signments" 
on this newspaper had acces s  to the photo policy. 
Only one of 17 editors responding to the question­
naire ( 6 %) said that his newspaper had a photo editor; 16 
( 94 % )  said that their newspapers had no photo editor. 
To the que stion "does your newspaper have a graphic 
editor, one who directs art and layout for most of the 
newspaper? " Most editors also said n no .': Eleven ( 6 5%) 
had no graphics editor, while 6 (35%) said their newspapers 
did have such a position. Section editors were "responsible 
for the layout " of their respective sections on the ma j or­
ity of newspapers in  the study . Twelve (7 0 %) of the 
editors said "yes, n while five ( 2 9 %) said "no , 1 1  that their 
editors were not responsible for thi s task. 
The number of full-time photographers on each news ­
paper varied widely among the responding editors' news ­
papers . Four (24%) said they employed one photographer, 
three ( 1 8 % )  said they employed two photographers ,  two 
editors (1 2 % )  said three photographers ,  one (6 %) said his 
newspaper had four photographers , and one (6 %) said that 
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since "all of the reporters double as photographers, 30 
members of his staff" were assigned to photographic duties 
three-fourths or more of the time. 
The number of reporters carrying cameras ranged 
from 30 to two. One newspaper said that it had 30 camera 
carrying reporters; two ( 12%) said their newspapers employed 
two reporters who carried cameras. Two editors ( 12%) said 
they had three, four ( 24%) said four, two ( 12%) five, one 
( 6%) six photo-reporters, and two (12%) did rtot respond . 
The arrangement used by the newspapers for process­
ing and printing the film exposed by these camera-carrying 
reporters took one of three forms: seven ( 41%) said that 
the photographer did this, three (18 %) selected the 
"engraver" in response to this question, and three ( 18 %) 
said that the work was done in a local laboratory. 
The greatest " no response" came from a group of 
three questions about the educational level of staff 
photographers. There were spaces for three photographers 
on the questionnaire. For Photographer 1, 10 editors (60%) 
did not respond; for Photographer 2, 14 editors (8 2%) did 
not, and for Photographer 3, 15 (88 %) did not respond. 
Table 1 shows the responses for educational levels 
of the photographers. 
Photographer 1 
Pho tographe r 2 
Photog rapher 3 
BS or BA BS or BA BS or BA 
Journa l ism Other Fie ld Trade School  Mi l i tary Photography 
5 { 2 9 % ) 1 ( 6 % )  - - 1 ( 6 % )  
2 ( 1 2 % )  1 ( 6 % ) 
-- 2 ( 1 2 % ) 
Tab le 1 .  Educationa l leve l of  sta ff  photographers  
w 
u, 
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The Editors 
The largest group of editors responding--with 6, 
or 35 percent of the respondents--was from 26 to 34 years 
old. The least often selected categories--with two editors 
each were "under 25 years" and "45 to 5 4  years, " each with 
12 percent of the total. Four (24%) were between 35 and 
44 years of age, and three (18%) were older than 5 5  years. 
Eighty-eight percent of the respondents were male, 
15 checked that space, only one female was reported, and 
one editor did not respond. 
All of the editors were high school graduates, 
one had not completed college. Thirteen (77 %) said they 
had completed college, and three (18 % ) said they had some 
graduate study. 
Fifty-two percent--9--of the editors held reporters ' 
positions before their present positions, two (12% ) moved 
to the editor 's desk from positions in advertising, and 
one had been a photographer before his present job. 
Four editors reported photography experience. One 
said he had been three and one-half years with an "AAF 
photo unit, " and then spent "30 years shooting film. " 
Three said they had worked as "reporter-photographers, " and 
one said that he had been a "staff photographer for a year " 
and "taught darkroom techniques at Nebraska University. " 
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Most editors responding to the survey had not 
studied photography in formal classes. Nine ( 53%) checked 
"no photographic training" on the form. Four (2 4%) said 
they had taken courses of "eight college credits or 
equivalent, " two said "four credits or equivalent, " one 
(6%) said he had taken " 1-3 credits, or equivalent, " and 
one ( 6%) did not respond. 
All of the editors surveyed said that " editors"' 
decide which photographs are used in the newspapers, that 
"editors " decide how they are to be used, and that "editors " 
assign photographs to be made, and that photographers submit 
the finished photographs to "editors." 
Attitudes and Practices 
The body of the questionnaire consisted of 3 4  items 
in which the respondent was asked to indicate the frequency 
with which an event occurred in the daily operation 0 £  the 
newspaper. These questions covered five areas of practices 
and attitudes, which were used as dependent variables in 
the analysis of variance. Although they appeared in a 
different order on the questionnaire, they are presented 
here in the subject-area groups: (1) Junas 's unacceptable 
practices, the newspaper's use of feature and " hard " news, 
(3) editors ' treatment of and attitudes towards news photo­
graphs and photographers, (4) newspapers ' graphics and design 
practices, and ( 5) ' the nature of cooperation between 
editors and photographers. 
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In this portion of the questionnaire the editors 
were asked to estimate the frequency with which the event 
cited occurred in the normal operation of their newspapers 
and circle that frequency on this scale: always, usually, 
occasionally, infrequently, seldom, (or) never. rn · some 
items "daily " was substituted. for "always, " and "regularly" 
for "usually . "  
For analysis these estimates were converted to 
numerical values, the most frequent, "daily " or "always, " 
valued at "l " and the least, "never, " valued at "6. " The 
value numbers are for convenience in tabulation and 
analysis only. 
The mean for each item in this portion is shown 
beneath the description of the distribution in this form: 
if the mean response for an ite� were 2. 45, which would 
indicate occurrence slightly less often than "usually, " but 
more often than "occasionally " it would appear as: 
Mean: 1 . . . . .  2 . .  *. . .  3 . . . . .  4 . . . . .  5 . . . . .  6 , and a mean 
of four, "infrequently "  would be: 
Mean: 1 • • • . • 2 • • • • •  3 • • • . •  4 • . • • •  5 • • • • •  6 .  
Unacceptable Practices 
In this group only, a low score (indicating that 
the newspaper engages in the practice often) is least 
desirable. 
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Thirteen of 17 editors (77%) said their newspapers 
"usually " used photographs primarily to "illustrate stories. " 
Three editors ( 18%) said their newspaper "occasionally " 
used photographs in this way, and one (6% } did not respond. 
The mean score for this item was 2. 5, a little less often 
than "usually. " 
Mean: 1 .. • . . 2 . •  *. . .  3 ..... 4 .. . . .  5 .. .. . 6 . 
Asked if their newspapers used photographs that 
communicated poorly, rather than no photograph at all, six 
editors (35%)  said . "seldom, 11  five (29 %) selected "occasion­
ally, " five (29 % ) said "infrequently, " and one (6%) said 
"usually. " The mean score: 3. 9. 
Mean: 1 . . . .. 2 . • • • •  3 . • . .. l1i4 • • • • •  5 ..... 6 . 
Almost all of the editors' newspapers cover meetings 
and installations of officers with pictures, 10 editors 
(59%) said they do it "occasionally ; 1 1  two editors selected 
"always, " and two ( 12%) " usually. " One (6 %)  said his 
newspaper " never " covers meetings or insta llations of 
officers with photographs. The mean score : 3 . 2 .  
Mean : 1 ... .. 2 . .... 3 ..... 4 .... . 5 . . . .. 6 • 
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Junas, in 197 2, called both "meetings and installa­
tion of offiers, " and "fires and automobile accidents " 
cliche assignments. Editors in the North Plains seem not 
to agree. The mean frequency for "meetings and installa­
tion of officers" was 3. 2--"occasionally. " 
Me an : l . . . . .  2 . . . . .  3 .* . . . .  4 . . . . .  5 . . . . .  6 .  
Fires and auto accidents are treated differently, 
said the editors . Seven ( 4 1 % )  said their newspapers 
"usually " cover such stories with photographs . "Always" 
and "never" were chosen by one editor ( 6 % )  in each case. 
Four editors said their newspapers covered stories 
"occasionally, " and the remaining four (24%) said these 
stories were covered "infrequently " by their newspapers . 
The lower mean, 2 . 9, suggests that these events are 
covered with pictures more often than the "meeting " type 
of story. 
Mean: 1 . • • . •  2 . . . . .  "3 • • • • •  4 . • • • .  5 • . . • .  6 .  
Using pictures to "fill space" is a practice of all 
but one of the editors responding . Six (35%) said their 
newspapers do this "occasionally, " five (29%) said 
"infrequently, " four ( 2 4 % )  chose " seldom, " and one ( 6 % )  
said his newspaper did this "usually . "  The mean response 
was 3. 9 .  
Mean : 1 • • • • •  2 • • . • •  3 • • • •  -� • • • . •  5 • • • • •  6 • 
Finally in this group of items the editors were 
asked to estimate the frequency with which their news­
paper' s photographs "look the same from day to day." 
Eleven of the editors (65%) said this happened 
" occasionally" and two (12%) each selected " usually, " 
" infrequently, " and "seldom. " The mean score for this 
item was 3. 2. 
Mean: 1 • • • • • 2 • • • • •  3 .* . . . .  4 • • • • •  5 • • • • •  6 • 
Features versus " Hard " News 
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Seven questions pursued the newspapers' use of 
feature material compared with "hard" news stories. Editors 
responding said that all their newspapers use more local 
photographs than wirephotos or photographs from other 
sources. The differences were in how often this occurred. 
Eight editors ( 47%) said their newspapers "always" 
contained more local photographs than those from other 
sources or the wires. Five ( 29%) said this happened 
"occasionally, " and four ( 24 %) said their newspapers 
"usually " held more local photographs. The low mean score, 
1. 8 reflects the high frequency with which locally made 
photographs outnumber those from other sources. 
Mean : 1 . . . .  *. 2 . . . . .  3 . . . . .  4 . . . . .  5 . . . . .  6 . 
In one (6%) of the newspapers in the study , the 
reader can expect a feature story on page one each day- -
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that editor checked "always. " Thirteen editors (77% } said 
they played feature stories on page one "usually, " two 
(12% } said they " occasionally" did this, and one (6 % }  did 
not respond. The mean response value for this item was 
2 . 5. 
Mean: 1 • • • • •  2 • ·*· . .  3 • • • • •  4 • . • . •  5 . • • • •  6 • 
When asked if feature pictures appeared on page one 
of their newspapers two editors (12% } said "always" and 
two (12% }_ said " occasionally. 1 1 The remaining 1 3  (77%) said 
their newspapers "usually" ran feature photographs on the 
front page. The mean score: 2 .  0 .  
Mean: * 1 • • • • • 2 • • • • •  3 • • • • •  4 • . • • •  5 . • . • •  6 .  
Attitudes Toward News Photography 
Fifty-eigh� percent of the editors (10) said their 
newspaper' s management " cares what readers think of the 
newspaper's handling of photographs. 11 Seven ( 41 %) said 
management 11 usually 11 cares about reader opinion of its 
photographs. 
management. 
Mean : 
The mean, 1 . 4, indicates regular concern by 
1 • •  *. . .  2 • . • . . 3 . . . . .  4 . . . . •  5 . . . • .  6 . 
Management, in the estimation of the editors respond­
ing to the survey, seems to be slightly more concerned with 
how the newspaper compares (photographically) with others. 
Twelve (71%) said management was " always" concerned, four 
(24 % )  said n usually" , and one (6% ) " occasionally. 11 The 
mean, was 1. 3, slightly lower for " reader concern, " 
indicating more frequent concern about comparison wi th 
other newspapers. 
Mean: l .* . . . .  2 • • • . •  3 • • • • •  4 • • • • .  5 • • • . •  6 • 
All of the respondent edi tors " concentrate on 
local features, " 11 (65 ) "usually u do, and six ( 35 % ) 
" always" do so. The mean response: 1. 6. 
Mean: 1 • •  ? • • 2 • • • • . 3 • • . . •  4 • • • . .  5 • • . • •  6 .  
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The third group of questions within the atti tudes 
and pract ices portion of the questionnaire dealt wi th the 
editor ' s  perception of the photographer and the working 
relationship with the photographer. 
Eight editors (4 7 % ) said that the ir photographer 
' always " talks the assignment over with the wri ter who 
will cover the story. Four (23% ) said this happens 
"usually , 1 1 and two ( 12% ) said " infrequent ly. !l Three ( 18 % ) 
did not respond to this question . The mean, 3. 0 ,  may have 
been influenced by edi tors respond ing 1 1 always " when the 
reporter and photographer are the same person. 
Mean: 
* 
1 . . . . . 2 . . . . . 3 . . . . . 4 . . . . . 5 . . . . . 6 . 
More than half of the edi tors , nine (5 3% ) felt that 
only 11 occasionally " do their photographers submit " creat ive" 
photographs in response to assignments . ,i Seldom, 11 " inf re-
quently 11  and "always" were each se lected by one edi tor (6% 
in each case) . Five ( 29% ) said they u 'gsually " received 
u creative " phot�graphs . The mean response was 2. 7 .  
Mean : 1 • • • • •  2 • • •  *. .  3 • • • • •  4 . • . . . 5 . • • • •  6 • 
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When asked to respond to the statement "reporters 
and photographers are professional equals " 12 editors 
(70%)  said "always, " four ( 24%) said "usually, " and one 
(6%) declined to answer. Some editors apparently do not 
consider reporters and photographers professional equals, 
at least not in all circumstances, although they were 
reported in this survey to have received similar pro­
fessional training. The mean response was 1. 7. 
Mean: 1 • • •  *. .  2 • • • • •  3 • • • • •  4 • • • • •  5 • • • • • 6 • 
One measure used by Junas of the nature of conditions 
under which photographers work is that of " enterprise 
time" --time allowed the photographer to develop story ideas 
of his own choosing. 
In this survey two editors ( 1 2%) did not respond to 
the question. Those who did all said that some enterprise 
time was permitted the photographer. One ( 6% ) editor said 
his newspaper " always" provided such time. The largest 
response--nine editors ( 53%) was that enterprise time was 
allowed " usually, " four editors ( 24%)  responded 
" occasionally, " and one ( 6%) said " infrequently. " The 
mean response was 3. 1. 
Me an : 1 . . . . . 2 . . . . • ':!'. • • • • 4 . . . . . 5 . . . . . 6 . 
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Photographers on al l of the newspapers in the 
sample submitted photographs to their editors that were 
not assigned by the editorial staf f .  Twelve editors (72%) 
said this "usually " happened, four editors (24%) said it 
occurred "occasional ly, " and one editor said that his 
photographers "always " provide unassigned photographs. 
The mean response was 2. 1. 
Mean : 1 • . . . . -:?!" • • • • •  3 . . . . .  4 . • . . . 5 . . . . . 6 . 
Junas and the National Press Photographers Associa­
tion at its annual Flying Short Course in Press Photography 
suggest that the photographer can cover a story better if 
he or she is thoroughly briefed on it before arriving at 
the scene. Nine editors (53%) said their photographers 
"know something about the story before they go out " in 
every case-- "always. " Six editors (35% ) said their photo­
graphers "usually " have advance knowledge of the assignment. 
"Seldom " and "occasionally " were each specified by one 
editor ( 6 %) for each. The mean response for this item, 
1. 7, is quite low among the items on this survey, indicat­
ing that it is one of the most frequent practices cited. 
Mean : 1 . . .  * . .  2 . . . . .  3 • . . . .  4 . . . . .  5 . . . . .  6 . 
Graphics and Design 
Because graphic design practices can tell much about 
a newspaper's use of photographs eight questions were 
devoted to the subject. 
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All editors surveyed agreed that " photographs are 
an integral part of our newspaper. " This item scored the 
lowest mean of all--1. 0, indicating that more editors 
ranked the item " most frequently occurring" than any other 
item on the questionnaire. Sixteen editors (94% ) said this 
is " always" the case, while one (6% ) called " usually" the 
case. 
* Me an : 1 • • . • • 2 • . • . . 3 . • • • . 4 . • . • . 5 . . . • . 6 . 
Seven editors (4 1% )  said that pictures " usually" 
comprise 25% of the newshole. Five ( 29% ) said this 
happened " occasionally, " three ( 18% ) called it an " infre­
quent" occurrence, one (6% ) said " seldom, " and one (6% ) did 
not respond. The mean response was 3.2. 
Me an : 1 . . . . . 2 . . . . . 3 � . . . . 4 . . . . . 5 . . . . . 6 . 
One graphic design technique is the use of photographs, 
display type, and other art in combination. Four editors 
( 2 4 % ) said their newspapers " always" use this sort of 
arrangement. Nine ( 54%) said " usually, " three ( 18%) called 
the practice " occasional, " and one (6% ) said it happened 
only " infrequently." The mean response for this item: 2.0. 
* 
Mean : 1 • .. .. 2 ..... 3 ..... 4 ..... 5 .... . 6 . 
Full-page layouts of photographs are a feature of 
94 percent of the newspapers in the sample, said the editors. 
Only one (6% ) said his newspaper " never" used the device. 
The remaining editors estimated that full-page layouts 
appeared in decending order of frequency) : " usually, " 
five (29%) ; " occasionally, " seven (41%) ; " infrequently, " 
two (12%) ; and " seldom, " two (12%) . The mean score for 
this item: 3.2. 
Mean: 1 • • • • •  2 . . . . .  3 �  . • . •  4 . . . . .  5 . • • • .  6 .  
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Forty-seven percent of editors (8) said their 
readers could " usually" expect to see display of photo­
graphs concentrated on front-of-section pages, including 
page one. Three (18%) said this was "always" the practice, 
two (12%) called it " occasional, " two (12%) " infrequent, " 
one { 6 %) " seldom, " and one did not respond. The mean 
for this question was 2.8. 
Me an : 1 . . . . . 2 . . .. � 3 . . . . . 4 . . . .. 5 . . . . . 6 . 
Photo layouts covering less than a full page appear 
in all the newspapers in the sample. More than half the 
editors, nine or 53 percent, said their newspapers publish 
such layouts " occasionally." Four editors (24% ) said they 
" usually" ran such layouts. Two (1 2%) said they appeared 
" infrequently." One (6 %) said " seldom, " and one (6 % )  said 
such layouts " always " appeared in his newspaper. The mean 
response for this item: 2.9 
Mean: 1 • • • • •  2 • • • •  -� . • • • •  4 • • • • •  5 • . • • •  6 • 
Photographs larger than four columns in width-­
regardless of the newspaper 's format- -were labeled " big" 
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for the study's purposes. One editor said that his news­
paper publishes such a photograph every day-- "always, " in 
the survey 's terms. Nine ( 53%) said "usually " to the 
question, five ( 29 %) responded "occasionally, "  and one each 
( 6% )  responded " infrequently " and "never." The mean 
response was 2 . 5. 
Me an : 1 • • • • • 2 • • *. . . 3 • • • • • 4 • • • • • 5 • • • • • 6 • 
Photographs that stand with only their cutlines-­
wild art--are used by most of the editors in the sample. 
Six ( 35%) said they used such pictures "usually " and 
"occasionally, " respectively-- 70 percent of the sample. 
The remainder was div�ded as follows: three (18 %)  who 
said "always, " one ( 6%) who said "seldom, " and one ( 6%) 
who did not respond. The mean for this item was 2. 7. 
Me an : 1 . . .  ; . 2 . . .  *. .  3 . . . . .  4 . . . . .  5 . . . . .  6 . 
Cooperation Among Editors, Staff, and Photographers 
Seven questions were devoted to cooperation. 
More than half--10 or 59 percent--of the editors 
said their "section editors "usually " seemed enthusiastic 
about handling pictures for the newspaper. " Four editors 
( 2 4 % )  said their section editors were "always" 
enthusiastic about it, two (12%) said "occasionally, ri and 
one ( 6%) did not respond. The mean response was 2. 3 to 
this item. 
Mean : 1 . . . . • 2 .* . . . .  3 • • • . •  4 . . . . • 5 . . . . .  6 • 
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When asked if the newspaper staff "thinks pictures " 
most editors--11 or 65 percent--said "usually. " The 
remainder divided evenly, three (18 %) each for "always, " 
and " occasionally. " The mean response, 2. 0 is exactly 
equivalent to 1 1 usually " on the scale. 
Mean : 1 . . . . .  2 • • • • •  3 . • . . .  4 . • . . .  5 • • • • •  6 . 
Twelve of the editors--71 percent--said they "usually " 
understood the limitations and problems of photographers. 
Photographers on three newspapers (18 %) work for editors 
who said they " always" understand the photographers' limita­
tions and problems. One editor said "occasionally " in 
response to the question, and one (6%) admitted "never " 
understanding the photographers limitations and problems. 
The mean response, 2. 1, means less often than " usually. " 
Mean: 1 . . . . .  2!c • • • • •  3 • • • • •  4 • • • • •  5 • • • • •  6 . 
Twelve (71%) editors said they talked photo assign­
ment ideas over with the photographers "usually. " Three 
editors (18 % )  " always " said they do this, one ( 6%)  said 
"seldom, " and one (6%) did not respond. The mean was 2. 4. 
Me an : 1 . . . . .  2 . t . . .  3 . . . . .  4 . . . . .  5 . . . . .  6 . 
Four editors (24 %) said their photographers "always " 
understand the editor's limitations ana -- -problems . Twelve 
(71%) said this "usually " happened and one (6%) said it 
happened "infrequently. " The mean was 1. 8 
Mean : 1 . . . � • 2 . . . • •  3 . • . . •  4 . . . . . 5 . • . . .  6 . 
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The editors said that some6f\e .f rom �t.he ·photo · staff 
"always " attends editorial staf f meetings at eight ( 47% )  of 
the newspapers. They " usual ly " attend such meetings at 
three ( 18% ) of the newspapers, "infrequently " at one ( 6 % )  
and "seldom " at one ( 6 % ) . Four ( 2 4 % ) d id not respond to 
this item . The mean was 3 . 4. 
Mean : 1 • . . . . 2 . . . . •  3. � . . .  4 . • . • .  5 . . . . .  6 . 
The editors o f  ten ( 59 % )  o f  the newspapers surveyed 
said that photographers and editors at the newspaper 
" a lways" cooperated . Six (35% ) said "usually, " and one 
(6 % )  said "occasiona l ly. " The mean response was 1. 4 ,  one 
of the highest in the survey . 
Mean: 1 . � . . . 2 • • • • .  3 . . . . .  4 . . . . •  5 . . . . .  6 . 
Analysis of Vari ance 
Analysis o f  variance was selected to determine the 
extent to which the characteristics of the responding 
editor or the manageri al  practices at this newspaper bo re 
upon his responses to the questions just examined for 
frequencies. 
Because o f  the nature of the sample--a sma l l  number 
of cases, 1 7-- least-squares ana lysis of  variance was pre­
scribed. This method of  analysis compensates for dispro­
portionate sub-c lass numbers, as exp lained in Chapter II . 
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A five-way analysis of variance was performed test­
ing the effect of (1) the manner in which the reporters' 
film is processed, (2) whether or not the newspaper had a 
graphics editor, (3) whether the section editors laid out 
their respective sections, (4) the number of staff 
photographers employed, and (5) the age of the responding 
editor with the sums of scores of all questions within 
each of the five groups. 
Because preliminary calculations and computer " test 
runs" indicated that virtually all the variance was 
explained by the "main effects" of these five variables 
no " secondary interaction effects " calculations were made. 
These " test runs" also showed that some of the 
possible independent variables had little or no effect upon 
the analysis. For example, it was anticipated that the 
extent of the editors' photographic education would affect 
the responses, it did not. 
Although the values of "F " calculated by the 
computer are meaningless in this study--because of the low 
number of cases, and because some variables were not 
included, the sums of squares, when considered as " variance" 
provide much insight. For this interpretation, consider 
" total reduction" (see tables 2- 6) plus " mu-ym" to be 
"total variance" and the "remainder" in the " sums of squares" 
column to be 11 unexplained variance. " In this way it can be 
seen that in tables 2 through 6 while the total variance 
in each case is from a few thousand to several thousand, 
the unexplained variance is quite small . 
For example, in table 3 the total variance is 
3 594.10 28, but after subtracting the variance explained 
by the main effects of the variables, the remainder, the 
unexplained variance, is less than one (. 909091). In 
this case virtually all the variance was explained by the 
main effects of the five variables tested. The remaining 
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unexplained variance may result from a number of causes 
including interaction of two of the variables tested, inter­
action of one of the variables tested with another not 
tested, or random error, but the remainder is so slight 
that further testing was considered unneces sary. 
While the remainders shown range from . 90 (rounded 
off) to 5 4.54 even in the case of the largest remainder 
(table 6) less than one-tenth of one percent of variance 
remains unexplained. 
The "sum of squares remainder"--unexplained variance-­
is underlined in each table. 
In the tables the variables tested are labelled: 
"Proces s , " which is "who proces ses the reporters' film" on 
the questionnaire; "Graphics, " for "does your newspaper 
have a graphics person; " "Lay, " for "do editors layout their 
sections; " S. Photo, " for 11 number of staff photographers ,; 
5 3  
and "Age, " for "the age o f  the editor responding. " 
SOURCE 
Total  
Tota l Reduction 
MU-YM 
Proces s  
Graphics  
Lay 
S .  Photo 
Age 
Rema inder 
TABLE 2 
LEAST-SQUARES AN�.LYS IS  OF VARIANCE 
Unacceptable  Practices  
D . F .  SUM OF SQUARES 
17 6 7 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 5  6 7 0 3 . 4 2 4 2 4 2  
1 2 17 . 3 7 0 06 2  
3 9 . 8 2 76 2 4  
1 1 .  0 9 0 9 0 9  
1 0 . 1 0 1 4 5 8  
5 3 8 . 8 3 2 2 17 
4 1 2 . 6 8 2 1 3 7  
2 7 . 5 7 5 7 5 8  
MEAN SQUARES 
4 46 . 8 9 4 9 4 9  
2 1 7 . 3 7 0 06 2  
3 . 2 7 5 8 7 5  
1 .  0 9 0 9 0 9  
0 . 1 0 1 4 5 8  
7 . 766 4 4 3  
3 . 1 7 0 5 3 4  
3. 7 8 7 8 7 9  
F 
1 1 7 . 9 8 0  
5 7 . 3 8 6  
0 . 86 5  
0 . 2 8 8  
0 . 0 2 7  
2 . 0 5 0  
0 . 8 3 7  
Ul 
� 
SOURCE 
Total 
Total  Reduction 
MU-YM 
Process  
Graphics  
Lay 
s .  Photo 
Age 
Rema inder 
TABLE 3 
LEAST-SQUARE ANALYS I S  OF VARIANCE 
Features  vers us " Hard " News 
D . F .  SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES 
17 3 5 16 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
15 3 515 . 0 9 0 9 0 9 2 34 . 3 3 9 3 9 4  
1 7 9 . 0 119 7 7  7 9 . 0 119 7 7  
3 5 9 . 5 0 9 783  1 9 . 8 3 6 2 6 1  
1 4 . 2 7 3 2 0 1  4 . 2 7 3 2 0 1  
1 15 . 7 9 7 6 6 0  15 . 7 9 7 6 6 0  
5 3 5. 6 0 5 6 0 9  7 . 1 2 1 1 2 2  
4 2 9. 104 2 6 9  7 . 2 7 6 0 6 7  
2 0 . 9 0 9 0 9 1  0.4 54 54 5  
F 
5 15 . 54 7  
17 3 . 8 2 6 
4 3 . 64 0  
9. 4 0 1  
3 4 . 7 5 5  
15 . 6 6 6  
16 . 0 0 7  
u, 
lJ1 
SOURCE 
Total 
Tota l Reduction 
MU-YM 
Process  
Graphics  
Lay 
s .  Photo 
Age 
Remainder 
TABLE 4 
LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS  OF VARIANCE 
Attitudes Toward News Photography 
D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES 
1 7  4 0 9 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 5  4 0 3 9. 4 5 4 5 4 5  2 6 9 . 2 9 6 9 7 0  
1 2 2 2.7 2 7 6 1 8  2 2 2. 7 2 7 6 1 8 
3 4 0. 1 4 0 5 3 6 1 3. 3 8 0 1 7 9  
1 4 3. 1 8 3 7 1 2  4 3. 1 8 3 7 1 2  
1 5 2. 6 6 1 2 9 7  5 2. 6 6 1 2 9 7  
5 9 4 . 8 0 6 5 3 9  1 8 . 9 6 1 3 0 8  
4 1 1 4. 3 1 5 6 7 9  2 8 . 5 7 8 9 2 0  
2 5 4. 5 4 5 4 5 5  2 7 . 2 7 2 7 2 7  
F 
9. 8 7 4  
8 . 1 6 7  
0. 4 9 1  
1 .  5 8 3  
1. 9 3 1  
0. 6 9 5  
1. 0 4 8  
U1 
O') 
SOURCE 
Total  
Total  Reduction 
MU-YM 
Process  
Graphics 
Lay 
s .  Photo 
Age 
Rema inder 
TABLE 5 
LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS  OF VARIANCE 
Graphics and Des ign 
D. F. SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARES 
17 7 4 8 4. 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 5  7 4 63 . 0 9 0 9 0 9  4 9 7. 53939 4 
1 439. 6 7 537 8 439. 6 7 537 8 
3 6 7. 8 5 6 126 22. 6 18 7 0 9  
1 42. 8 9 8 2 0 1  42 . 8 9 820 1 
1 6 0 . 1 4 5 7 6 1  6 0. 14 5 7 6 1  
5 1 5 9 . 14 1 8 5 6  31. 82837 1 
4 8 5. 8 14 7 9 6  21. 4 536 9 9  
2 20 . 9 0 9 0 9 1  1 0 . 4 5 4 5 4 5  
F 
4 7. 5 9 1  
42. 0 5 6  
2. 1 6 4  
4. 103 
5. 7 53 
3 . 0 4 4  
2. 0 52 
u, 
-..J 
SOURCE 
TOTAL 
TABLE 6 
LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS  OF VARIANCE 
Cooperation Among Editors , S taff , and Photographers 
D . F .  
1 7  
SUM O F  SQUARES 
4 74 8 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MEAN SQUARES F 
Tota l Reducat ion 1 5  4 74 6 . 3 6 3 6 3 6  3 1 6 . 4 24 24 2  3 8 6 . 7 4 1  
5 0 9 . 5 1 3  MU-YM 1 4 1 6 . 8 7 4 1 3 6  
Process  3 1 3 5 . 1 6 3 6 3 6  
Graphics  1 8 8 . 36 3 6 3 6 
Lay 1 1 7 2 . 3 6 3 6 3 6  
S .  Photo 5 1 5 2 . 9 2 8 6 7 9  
Age 4 3 6 9 . 64 5 8 2 3  
4 1 6 . 8 74 1 3 6  
4 5 . 0 5 4 54 5  5 5 . 0 6 7  
8 8 . 3 6 3 6 3 6  1 0 8 . 0 0 0  
1 7 2 . 3 6 3 6 3 6  2 1 0 . 6 6 7  
3 0 . 5 8 5 736 3 7 . 3 8 3  
9 2 . 4 1 14 5 6  1 1 2 .94 7  
Rema inder 2 1 .  6 3 6 3 64 0 . 8 1 8 1 8 2  
u, 
(X) 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Problem 
The study sought to determine what relationships, if 
any, existed between certain characteristics of newspaper 
editors, and their management practices and their responses 
to questions about news photography. The research question 
was: 
Do the ( 1) age, ( 2) sex, ( 3) level 0 £  general or 
photograhic education, ( 4) photographic experiences, 
( 5) previous position of the editor, ( 6) the newspaper ' s  
practices in designing the layout of the page, ( 7) pro­
ces sing of the photographs, or ( 8) presence of a graphics 
editor affect the editor's responses to the questions about 
the five areas under investigation? 
Junas, cited in Chapter I, suggested that a relation­
ship might exist. In addition, she also identified certain 
characteristics that mark " good use of photographs" among 
daily newspapers. 
Procedure 
A 60 -item questionnaire was designed and sent to an 
editor on each of the daily newspapers in North and South 
Dakota. The questionnaire asked demographic information on 
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the age, sex, education, and experience of the respondent. 
It sought the circulation of the newspaper and data on 
certain management practices regarding the use of photo­
graphs. Thirty-four items asked the editor to scale the 
frequency with which a particular event occurred at his 
newspaper on a six-interval scale, from most frequent to 
least frequent. Eighty-five percent of the editors 
querried in this study returned the questionnaire. 
Majo•r Findings 
Editors in the two states consider photographs an 
integral part of the newspaper, by a margin of 16 to one, 
in the study. In contrast to this, 16 of these newspapers 
have no graphics editor to direct the use of photographs on 
a daily basis . 
Generally speaking, the newspapers in the sample 
employ those practices that are expected to enhance the dis­
play of photographs: they use them big, play them on front­
of-section pages, they use full and partial page layouts 
and they concentrate on feature photographs. 
However, the newspapers in this study also employ 
" unacceptable practices . "  They " usually" use photographs 
to " illustrate stories. " They " usually" cover fires and 
auto accidents, " but only " occasionally" cover meetings and 
installations of officers with photographs. Only a single 
6 1  
editor said his newspaper "never" used photographs to 
" f i l l  space ; " al l the rest used them this way with varying 
degrees of frequency . Sixty-f ive percent of the editors 
said the pictures in their newspapers looked " the same from 
day to day. " 
Conclusions 
Nul l  Hypothesis 
There wi l l  be no significant dif ference in the 
responses of the editors because of their age, sex, level 
of general or photographic education, photographic experi­
ence, previous position, presence on the newspaper staf f  of 
a graphics person, the newspaper ' s  practice in assigning the 
processing of reporter's film, or the layout of  pages. 
Interpretation of the least-squares ana lysis of 
variance demonstrates that the editors' age, the assignment 
of page layouts, the assignment of processing and printing 
reporters' film, and the presence, or absence of a qraphics 
editor do make a difference in all  five sets of responses. 
The nul l  hypothesis must be rej ected for these 
variables. 
In addition, analysis of variance disclosed that the 
number of staff photographers employed by the newspaper 
affects the responses to the questions. 
Analysis showed that the level of genera l or photo-
6 2  
graphic education , and previous position, were not factors 
influencing the responses to the questions. The null 
hypothesis is supported for these factors. 
Distribution of Responses 
Based on the distribution of editors' responses to 
the questions in the body of the questionnaire one may con­
clude that the newspapers surveyed engage in the "unaccept­
able practices" least often of all the practices surveyed, 
but the grand mean for these questions was 3. 2, indicating 
that these unacceptable practices are employed "occasion­
ally " by the newspapers in the sample. 
The editors' responses to questions about the 
frequency of features versus hard news indicate that the 
newspapers in the sample are feature oriented, a grand 
mean of 1.9, indicates that they always or regularly dis­
play feature material prominently . These items had the 
lowest ( most frequent occurrence) grand mean of the five 
groups of  questions. 
A grand mean of 2.4 indicates that the editors 
surveyed generally think well of the photographers in their 
employment. Slightly disconcerting to this researcher, a 
former news photographer, was that 24 percent of the editors 
said that "reporters and photographers are usually pro-
fessional equals. " 
The design of the newspapers in the survey falls 
into this pattern according to the editors: pictures 
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are considered an integral part of the newspaper, pictures 
"usually" comprise 25% of the newshole, the newspapers 
"occasionally " feature full-page and less-than-full-page 
layouts, display of photographs is "usually " concentr ated 
on front-of-section pages, and they usually use pictures of 
four or more columns ' width. The gr and mean for this group 
of questions was 2. 5. 
The editors felt that their staffs co9perated well . 
The grand mean--2. 2--equals "usually" or "regularly. " They 
said their sections editors were enthusiastic about handling 
pictures, their staffs "think pictures, " and the editors 
and photographers understand each other' s  problems and 
limitations. 
Recommendations 
S ince only a single editor said that his or her 
newspaper "always" provided time for the photographer to 
work on assignments of his own choosing, editors seeking to 
improve the photographs produced by their photography depart­
ments should consider providing such time more regula rly. 
Those editors who sa id their newspaper had a photo 
policy, but who also said that "not everyone who makes photo 
assignments has access to it" should consider disseminating 
6 4  
the policy to a l l · those who make photo assignments . The 
policy can be more closely fol lowed if it is impossible to 
assign photographs of proscribed subj ects in ignorance of 
the policy . 
Implications for Further Study 
The most important implication for further study 
results not from what the study disclosed but what it did 
not . Although the editors said in concert that, in general, 
their newspapers practice good photoj ournalism, there must 
stil l be a r' best" and " worst " among them . 
there must be a great deal of difference. 
Between those 
Research should 
be directed toward discovering one characteristic , or a 
group of characteristics that would identify those news­
papers that do the best and worst j obs of covering the news 
with pictures . 
The restricted sample size- -22 newspapers in two 
states--implies that expansion of the study to larger areas 
and greater numbers of newspapers might contribute toward 
quantifying those characteristics that identify good use of 
pictures . 
Additional study should be made of the methods used 
by newspapers that use photographs well and have good intra­
staff relationships to determine which, if any , practices 
used by them are useful to other newspapers. 
A study of - the backgrounds of photo editors and 
others who use photographs effectively in their publi­
cations might reveal experiences or characteristics 
common to all in this group. 
Examination of the course taught by those schools 
of j ournalism that teach photo editing--they are less 
than 10 percent of the total of accredited schools of 
journalism1--and of the relationship of those courses 
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to practical newspaper work might suggest areas in the 
curriculum that need more or less emphasis. For example , 
need photo editors study the technical processes of 
photography? 
6 6  
Footnotes 
1According to a 197 1 survey by Dr . William C. 
Horrell of Southern Illinois University. Cited in Junas , 
p .  1 5 8 . 
APPENDI X  A 
The Questionnaire 
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The numbers added are the p
ercen tage of  respond
en ts that 
chose the option . " No re
sponse"  is o�it ted , exce
ptions are noted . 
This su rvey is i ntended to determine how photog rap
hs are made and used by d ai ly newspapers  in the Nort
h Plains 
states. I t  is inte nd ed that the quest ionnai re be com
pleted by the pe rso n who e xerc ises final judgm e nt 
ove r photo-
g raphs which w i l l  be used i n the newspaper .  
The quest ionnaire is I n  three parts :  ( t ). informatio
n about  the newspaper .  the photographers and th
e person who 
�ompletes the form (2) .  a ser ies of statements abo
ut  some th ings a newspaper does wi th ,  to and abo
ut photographs 
and (3) information about the newspaper's phot
o pol icy. 
Newspap�r Name : (optio nal) C i rcu lat io
n . 
Yes 94 __ No. Do vou have a photo ed ito r ?  6 
Do you have a graphics person .  one who d
irects layout ,  art and desig n for all 
or most of  the newspaper_ 35 Yes 65 No
 
Do sec t ion editors lay out their respe ctive sections? 71 Y
es .-2.9 No. 
Number t)f staff photQgraphers (those who spend a l l  o r  thre
e-fourths of their ume assigned to photog
r aph ic 
duties) . 0 - 30 , a:_ctµa I number
s 
Number of  reporters who car ry camera
s2-:: 3Q actua1 n umbers 
W ho processes and pr ints reporters' h i m ? .41 _ Photograpne
r  18 E ngraving de partment 18 Local lab 
Part-t imer 24 . Othe r .  
Photographer 1. 
Photographer  2 
Photographer 3 
BS or BA 
Journal ism 
29 
1 2  
Education o f  staff photographers. 
BS o r  BA Trade Schoo l 
M i l i tary BS or BA 
other f ie ld 
Photography 
6 
6 
6 
1 2  
About the peraon answering the queatlonna i r
e  
Age 12 25 o r less 35  26-34, 24 35-4
4 , 112  45-54, 18 55 or ove r Se x M
F  M. 88 ; F • 6 
Ed ucation 6 HS 77 Col lege 18 Gad ua
te School 
Present pos1 t 1on (t i t le)  Years 1n p
resent pos1 t 1on . 
P revious pos1t 1on 53 Reporte r ,  6 Ad
vert ising, Business .management ,  
Tota l  years  exper ience in  newspaper busin
ess 
12 Photograhper 
Format photograph ic t ra in ing . 1 2  co
llege c redits or equ iv 
24 8 co l lege c red its o r eq u iv .  
12 4 co l lege cred its or equiv . 
6 3- 1 co l lege credi ts 
53 No formal  photographic t ra 1n 1 11g 
Photog r aphic e xpe r ience . (amateur  photographer ,  repo
r ter- photog r apher e xper ie nce etc.) 
Administrative handling of photographs o n
 your newspaper. 
Who decides which photographs are used i
n the newspaper ?  (L ist t i t les) Va
ri ous edi tors 
W ho decides how they are used ? (List t it les) Va
ri ous edi tors 
W ho assigns photographs to be m ad e ?  (l is
t t it les) V..a_ri QYS edi tors 
To whom do photog raphers submi t  f in is
hed photographs? (List t it les) V..ari. a us 
edi to rs. 
Photography aa It la practiced by your newspaper. 
NOTE :Some of the state ments i n  this part are ph rased 
in  terms o f  " photogr aphers" o r  "our photog raphers," 
if  your newspaper has no full t ime photographer these 
st atement s refer to anyone who makes photographs 
for the newspape r ,  staffer  or cor respondent ,  full or 
part t ime. 
Please c irc le t he word which best describe s  the frequency with which the action cited occurs 1 n  daily ope, auon at your .,ewspaper  
We use  feature photogr aphs on page one . 
Photos in our  paper are used pr imari ly to I llustrate stories. 
We use mar£: hard news than feature photos. 
We use photos that stand alone, with the ir cutlines, as wild art . 
We use photographs big (4 or more columns). 
Our photogr aphers and editors cooperate. 
Someone f rom the photo staff attends editor ial staff meet ings. 
We use photo layouts of less than a ful l  page . 
We use a photograph with poor communicative value , rather 
than none at al l .  
We concent rate photo d isplays on front-of-section pages. 
Our photographers discuss the story wi th the repor ter who wil l  
cover i i .  
Our  photographers are al lowed t ime to work on features of the11  
own choosing. 
We use lull page photo layouts. 
Our photographers show an understanding of ed itorial space 
l 1m 1tat1ons and problems. 
We concentrate on local feat ure photos. 
Our photographers turn in  unassigned photos. 
Our management 1s concer ned with how our pape r  compares 
with others ,  photographically 
Our edi tors and photographers  d iscuss photo assignment ideas. 
Our  management is concerned with what our  readers th ink 
about i ts use of photographs. 
Our sect ion editors seem enthus1ast 1c about hand ling photos for 
our paper 
Our photographers are in formed about the story t heir photos wil l  
accom pany before they go out on assignment.  
Newspaper  reporters and photogr aphers are professional 
equals. 
We use photos in  combination with type and or o1her 
gr aph 1c e lements. 
JZ., R/7 lar ly ottasionally Infrequent ly Seldom Never 
77 18 
Always Usually Occasionally Infrequently Seldom Ne11er 
6 . 29 29 . 24 6 
Always Usual ly Occasionally Infrequently Seldom Never 
18 35 35  6 fi Daily Aeguhtrly Occasionally Infrequently Seldom l'Te11er 
t 53 29 6 fi Dai ly AeQularty Occas1onally Infrequently Seldom N'ever 
AWays J�a l ly Occasionally intequen l ly Seldom Never 
A1iiays Js8ually Occasionally ln�requently S� ldom Neve r 
Dally Re6fr1ar ty oJHs,ona lly 1Jrfuquently S�ldom Never 
Af:tways Bsually O�s1onal ly l��equently s}?dom Never 
18 47 12 1 2 
Always Usually Occasionally lnlrequently Seldom Never 
47 23 1 2  
Always Usually Occasionally Infrequently Seldom Never 
Da91y Aeg5uiarty ocl:sionally ln�equently Seldom Never 
26 41 12 1? 6 
Daily Regularly Occasional ly Infrequently SelcJom Never 
Afvv\ys Lh;tal ly Occasionally ln�requently Seldom Never 
35 65  
Daily Requ lar ly Occasionally Infrequent ly Seldom Never 
6 7 1  24 Daily Regtlle r l y  Occasionally Infreq uently Seldom Never 
A?Jays Jsially Oc�as 1o nal ly Infreq uently Seldom Never 
Dl 1�y ReJJiar ly Occasionally In frequently S�ldom Never 
58 41 
Always Usually Occasional ly Infrequently Seldom Never 
24 59 1 2  
Always Usually Occasionally Infrequently Seldom Never 
53 35 6 6 
Always Usually Occasiona lly I nfrequently Seldom Never 
70 24 
Alw ays Usually Occasional ly Infrequently Seldom Never 
24 54 
Deily Regu lar ly Occasionally Infrequently Seldom Never 
6 8  
We use feature stor ies on page one. 
Our editors show an understanding of photographers l imitations 
and problems. 
We cover meetings and installations of new officers with pic-
tu res. 
Photographs comprise 25 percent of the news hole. 
We cover fires and auto accidents with pictures 
We use photos as space f i l le rs. 
Our newspaper staff " thinks pictures. " 
The photos 1n our newspaper look the same from day to day. 
Photographs are considered an integral part of our newspaper 
We use more local photos than Wi re photos, or  photos from other 
non-local sources. 
Our  photographers submit creat ive ( imaginative) photos in 
response to assignments. 
6 .  7? 12  Dally Regular ly Occasionally Infrequently Seldom Never 
18 71  6 Always Usually Occasionally In frequently Seldom Never 
1 2 1 2 59 Always Usual ly Occasional ly In frequently Seldom Never 
Datly RegJiarly Oc�§s,onal ly lnt�quently Se�om Never 
Afways u\ba l ly Oc��stonally lntr'iquent ly Seldom N�ver 
6 35 ?9 ?4 Daily Regular ly Occas 1onally lnlrequent ly Se@om Never 
18 65 18 Always Usual ly Occas1onally Infrequently Seldom Neve r 
1 2  6 5 . l 2 1 2  Always Usua lly Occas1onal ly I n  requently Seldom Never 
94 6 Always Usually Occas1onal ly Infrequently Seldom Never 
47 24 29 
Daily Regu lar ly Occas1onally Infrequent ly Seldom Never 
6 29 53 6 6 Daily Regularly Occasional ly Infrequently Seldom Never 
Many newspapers have a pol icy which descr ibes those photographs which are acceptable for publlcatton and those which are not. 
Such polic ies may be based on content, such as " no nudity ," or on technical qualities, such as, " no Polaroid prints " 
Does your newspaper have such a poltcy ? 59 Yes, 35 No. 
Is  1 1  a wr itten po l icy? 18_ Yes, 59 No 
Does everyone who makes phot o assignments or photographs for your newspaper have access to the pol icy ? 4 1  Yes 2 4  No 
Please return to :  
Thomas Hodges 
Department of Journalism 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, South Dakota 57007 
69 
Dear  
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Brookings. South Dakota 57007 
Journalism and Mass Communication 
South Dakota's Only Accredited 
Journalism P rogram 
605-688-4 1 7 1  
Ed i t i ng a da i ly newspaper is  a busy j ob ,  and I know the 
demands your t ime are many because I ' ve been there . I ' ve worked 
for ten year s in  the newspaper busines s .  
P lease take a f ew minutes o f  your time to te l l  me how 
your newspaper makes and pub l i shes photog raphs . I f  your do not 
rout i ne ly make f i n a l  dec i s ions on wh ich pho tog raphs are pub l i shed 
in your new spaper , p l ease pa ss this  a long to the person who does . 
The que s t ionna i re a s k s  on ly for estima te s or opi n ions 
and does not require  research . My goa l in  th i s  project  is  to 
determine how our North P la i ns newspaper s  make and use photog raphs - ­
not to characteri ze those prac t ices o n  terms o f  good o r  bad . 
I n  add i t ion to comp l e t i ng 
the enc losed form , you can
 he lp 
by enc los i ng a copy or your
 newspaper ' s  photo po l i cy 
s ta tement ( or 
a br i e f  summary , i f  a copy
 i sn ' t  handy ) , and a tear s
heet o f  a page 
wh ich demons trates your n
ewspaper ' s  display t reatm
en t  of photo-
graphs . 
Thank you for your va luable t ime and ass i stance . 
S i ncere l y , 
Thomas E .  Hodges ,  Jr . 
Graduate Teachi ng Ass i s tant 
7 0  
7 1  
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